We i n troduce a fast and high performance image subsampling method using feedforward arti cial neural networks FANNs. Our method employs a pattern matching technique to extract local edge information within the image, in order to select the FANN desired output values during the supervised training stage. Subjective and objective e v aluations of experimental results using still images and video frames show that our method, while less computationally intensive, outperforms the standard lowpass ltering and subsampling method.
In this paper, we report on a fast image subsampling method using FANNs, that results in good subjective and objective image quality, without pre or post processing stages, outperforming the standard lowpass ltering and subsampling LPFS method. The ideas underlying this method are similar to those that are used in coarse coding 9 and halftoning 10 . However, our method is unique in that it employs pattern matching during FANN training in order to extract e ciently local edge information, so that high performance FANN image subsampling can be achieved.
The rest of the paper is divided in ve sections. Section 2 presents main ideas related to image subsampling and to FANN models. Section 3 provides a detailed presentation of our proposed algorithm. Experimental results using still images and video sequences are provided in Section 4. Conclusions are included in the last section. 2 Background Several approaches to subsampling are possible and they di er according to the decimation domain spatial or frequency domain for still images 2 , spatial intra frame, temporal inter frame 4, 11 or spatio temporal 4 domain for video sequences, the subsampling grid geometry rectangular, hexagonal, or other and the type of the subsampling grid xed or adaptive. For simplicity, a xed rectangular subsampling grid will be employed in our work. The standard references for sampling issues in digital signal processing are 7, 8 , but important details are also included in other publications.
Fast image subsampling may be performed using feedforward arti cial neural networks FANNs. FANN models are completely described by specifying the elementary node characteristics, the network topology, the cost criterion, and the learning rule 12 . The simplest processing node receives an M dimensional input vector x = x 1 ; x 2 ; :::; x M T , uses the weight v ector w T = w 1 ; w 2 ; :::; w M to compute the value net = w T x = P M =1 w i x i , which is passed as an argument to a usually nonlinear activation function f, yielding the output signal y = fnet. The FANN consists of the interconnection of simple nodes according to a given topology. Here, we focus on the multilayer perceptron MLP, which is a structure with one input, one output and one or several hidden layers, each h a ving nodes with monotonic activation functions. During the training process, the MLP weights parameters are adapted, usually using supervised algorithms. A detailed presentation of FANN models is given in 12 . 3 Proposed FANN Based Subsampling FABS Algorithm Our goal is to obtain a good subsampled version of the original image, such that if reconstructed, it is as close as possible to the original. To a c hieve our goal, one can use standard lowpass ltering followed by subsampling such as in Figure 1 a, or FANN based subsampling such as in Figure 1 b. In what follows, we focus on the FANN training algorithm.
Let the two dimensional image be stored as a matrix, each matrix element x m;n representing the gray level of the pixel in row m and column n. Moreover, let the FANN be an M H N model with M input, H hidden and N output nodes, as illustrated in Figure 2 . During the training step, the FANN receives input data through a W W sliding window, unwraps the resulting matrix as illustrated in Figure 1 where w ih and w hj are the input hidden and hidden output weights, respectively, and j = 1 . A s in any supervised training algorithm, the actual output value y is compared with the desired output d, the error e = d , y is computed, and the FANN parameters are adjusted so that the chosen cost function usually the sum of all squared e 's is minimized. Thus, learning may be viewed as an optimization problem. In standard supervised algorithms that solve the optimization problem, the desired output value d is selected, for each , prior to the training process. For instance, one can choose it as the pixel value in the center of the input window. However, the FANN would then not be able to learn geometrical structures in the current input window, and therefore, the edges and other continuous features in the image would be signi cantly a ected. In this work, we propose a pattern matching based supervised strategy for solving the above optimization problem, which reduces the image artifacts that typically result from image subsampling.
The proposed training algorithm can be divided into six steps. First, we compute the actual output value y in 1 for each input pattern , where 1 P and P is the maximum number of patterns. The initial weight v alues are randomly chosen, f is the unipolar sigmoidal activation function fnet = 1 + exp,s net ,1 and s is the slope. Second, we compute the median of all possible spatial 1 three pixel combinations, as illustrated in Figure 3 , and compare it to the value of the fourth pixel in the window, yielding the values, In this work, we h a ve used the Levenberg Marquardt approximation ofĤ ,1 and a learning rate k given by k = arg min 0 C w k , Ĥ ,1 k rC w k 13 . The above algorithm steps are repeated until our goal is reached, i.e. C C desired or until a prede ned number of epochs is exceeded.
The training algorithm described earlier modi es the FANN weights so that the error between the FANN actual output value, which is computed using 1, and the desired output value, which i s selected using our pattern matching algorithm, is minimized. In our pattern matching algorithm, the three pixel combinations shown in Figure 3 make a vailable information regarding the presence of local edges. We note that, since the FANN output is a single pixel value, the actual edge orientation cannot be preserved. Instead, this edge information is encoded in the gray level of the FANN desired output that is perceived, when viewed from a distance, as being subjectively close to that of the original input block. We can illustrate this by using two simple examples.
In the rst example, we employ 2 2 blocks having vertical, horizontal and diagonal edges, pixel discontinuities, uniform gray levels and corners, respectively. These blocks 10 out of the total 15 possible spatial pixel combinations are shown in the left column of Figure 4 . For each of the blocks shown in the left column, we h a ve represented, by using gray v alues, the mean, the median 3 and the FANN desired output selected by our algorithm. When the gure is viewed from a distance, the original block, which is perceived as a single dot, is closer to the FANN desired output than to the mean or the median values of the block, respectively. In most of the cases shown in Figure 4 , the FANN desired output value is di erent than the mean and the median values of the original block. The only exceptions occur when pixel discontinuities are present one pixel per block, or when the input block is smooth. In these cases, no geometric details are present in the input block. Clearly, the FANN would not bene t from learning these pixel combinations, and we h a ve therefore not included them in the training set.
To further demonstrate the e ectiveness of our algorithm, a second example is provided in 2 An epoch is de ned as one pass through the set of P training patterns. 3 The mean and the median are equal in this particular example. Lena. The mean and median values have been computed for each 2 2 sub block. The FANN desired output has been selected using our algorithm. Again, viewing the gure from a distance, the FANN desired output is perceived as being subjectively the closest to the original block.
Experimental Results
The FANN multilayer perceptron is trained using the quasi Newton algorithm with the Levenberg Marquardt approximation 13 . A 4 2 1 M = 4 ; H= 2 ; N = 1 neural structure is used in our experiments. The nodes of the neural structure have sigmoidal activation functions with slope equal to 0. 5 Carphone. In both the still image and video cases, the testing set has mostly di erent c haracteristics from those of the training set, allowing an accurate evaluation of the FANN generalization capabilities. To compare our results with those achieved by l o wpass ltering LPF followed by quincunx subsampling, we h a ve designed a lowpass lter of order equal to 11 and a cuto frequency equal to 0.5 , using frequency sampling. This lter achieves the best results among many lters tested in our experiments. Finally, w e h a ve c hosen to evaluate the results by: a visual examination of the subsampled images, b visual examination of the reconstructed cubic interpolated images, and c objective e v aluation of the interpolated images using the peak signal to noise ratio PSNR. Table 1 show that the test PSNR is better, by a n a verage of 1.61 dB, for the FANN subsampled FANNS and cubic interpolated images than for the LPF subsampled LPFS and interpolated images. Not only the objective results show better FANN performance, but also a good visual quality can be observed, as illustrated in Figure 6 . To better interpret the quality of the results, 1616 blocks within the original and interpolated images Boat 
Subsampling of Still Images

Subsampling of Video Frames
The FANN used to subsample the luminance video frames is trained using a set consisting of Y frames selected from the video sequences mentioned earlier. As shown in Table 2 , our FANN yields higher PSNRs relative to the LPF method. Moreover, the the subjective quality of the reconstructed images after FANNS is better than that of those reconstructed after LPFS. In color video coding, it is common to subsample the chrominance frames, while keeping the luminance component at the same resolution level. The block diagram, which illustrates the operation of the chrominance subsampling system using FANNs, is shown in Figure 8 . Two F ANNs of the same sizes have been trained to subsample U and V frames, respectively, using the same video sequences. Test PSNRs for U and V frames, computed with reference to the original ones, have similar trends for the LPFS. However, FANNs tend to generalize such that the PSNR can increase, as in the case of the Trevor sequence, or decrease as in the case of the Carphone sequence. Gray level reproduction of the subsampled chrominance frames shows that the FANN processed frames are the closest to the original chrominance frames, as illustrated in Figures 9 a and b , respectively. In order to allow a more accurate interpretation of the pictures, the transformation frame , minframe=maxframe , minframe has been applied to the frames before displaying them, where minframe and maxframe denote the minimum and the maximum values of the pixels in the original frame, respectively.
In a low bit rate video coding experiment, we applied the FANN to chrominance subsampling of U and V frames, previously cubic interpolated 5 . Then, we encoded the QCIF testing sequence , and visual quality of the obtained video sequence have been compared to those obtained by the LPFS system. Several subjective evaluations of the video sequence indicate that artifacts are present in the LPFS case, as compared to the generally good quality observed in the FANNS case. Quantitative results for the Mother and daughter sequence, at the rates of 8 and 24 kbits sec, are given in Table 3 . More results, for rates in the range of 4 to 32 kbits sec in steps of 2 kbits sec are displayed in Figure 10 . Clearly, the FANN performance gain is substantial, especially at low bit rates e.g., 1.92 dB at 4 kbits sec.
Subsampling of Noisy Images
We next address FANN subsampling of video frames contaminated with noise. The FANN structure used here was trained using the same video frames as before, but corrupted with salt and pepper noise with density equal to 0.25. Testing results for Mother and daughter noisy frames, with noise density b e t ween 0.05 and 0.5, show clearly better FANN PSNRs as compared to the LPFS ones. As also illustrated in Figure 11 a, it is clear that the FANN can e ectively attenuate the salt and pepper noise present in the frames, while the LPF accentuates it 15 . Moreover, our 5 All the available video sequences have the chrominance frames already subsampled and we need therefore to upsample them before testing our FANN subsampler. We h a ve employed cubic interpolation in order to upsample the chrominance frames.
FANN achieves a graceful performance degradation in terms of PSNR values with increasing noise density.
Since the FANN pattern matching algorithm is based on median ltering, it is not a surprise that the results of the algorithm, which h a ve been obtained using frames corrupted by salt and pepper noise, are far superior to those of the LPFS method. Therefore, we also next evaluate the performance of FANNS using images corrupted by Gaussian distributed noise. FANNS and LPFS results for a frame from the sequence Mother and daughter with Gaussian noise having the variance equal to 100 are illustrated in Figure 11 b. As in the case of salt and pepper noise, our FANN achieves better performance than that of the LPFs, as well as a graceful performance degradation with increasing noise variance.
Speed and Memory Comparisons
The CPU time required by 1000 training epochs using the 256256 image Lena on an UltraSparc 2 computer is equal to 3:218 hours. However, we note that reducing the testing time is what usually matters for the end user. The testing times indicate that the FANNS is, on average, 5:5 times faster than the LPFS system. The speed of our FANN image subsampler depends on the number of required multiply and add" operations, which is directly related to the number of connections in the designed structure. A fully connected M H N FANN has M + 1 H + H + 1 N parameters 13 for our network. Thus, the total number of multiply and add" operations per input window i.e., per 2 2 = 4 pixels is exactly M + N H , M , N , H + 2 , or 7 for our FANN. Our experimental results, shown in Table 4 , con rm that the FANN system requires a signi cantly lower numb e r o f m ultiply and add" operations as compared to the LPFS system. Finally, as the same table indicates, the required memory for our FANN method is comparable to that of the LPFS's, which makes our FANN well suited for practical applications.
Conclusions
We h a ve presented a new FANN image subsampling method, where training is based on pattern matching. Besides its high computational e ciency as compared to traditional LPFS methods, our method has the advantage of better image reproduction quality. Therefore, it can be used for e cient and e ective subsampling in a variety of applications, ranging from pyramidal coding to user de ned decimation steps in various still image and video coding systems. Lena. The acronyms FA NNSIand L PFS Istand for FANN subsampling, and LPF subsampling, respectively, each followed by cubic interpolation. 
